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Important safety instructions

Thank you for purchasing JAM BUDDY!
It took Joyo's engineers two years to develop this patented new product: the JAM BUDDY Dual
channel 2x4W pedal guitar amp.

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT REMOVE COVER (OR BACK). NO

Combining guitar playback with its reduced high frequency range due to the sound of 12 inch speakers
and also full range normal music playback is a difficult task. Some products on the market have
already dealt with this issue and they are nice practice boxes that are controlled by hand on a table top.
But this is not how guitar players operate their gear, we need our hands free and we stick our gear with
our feet. JAM BUDDY combines both aspects, it is a floor based dual channel amp simulator that can
be switched with your feet and also accepts a BLUETOOTH signal to play back your favorite backing
tracks and songs you want to jam along to.

USER-SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE. REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE
PERSONNEL.
WARNING: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS

APPARATUS TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.
The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user to
the presence of uninsulated dangerous voltage within the product s enclosure that may be of
sufficient magnitude to constitute a risk of electric shock to persons.

JAM BUDDY has a rechargeable battery, a built in delay and it accepts pedals in front of it really well.
Everything you need to practice and have a great time doing it!

The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user to the presence of
important operating and maintenance (servicing) instructions in the literature accompanying the
product.
This symbol is intended to alert the user--- Use only with the cart, stand, tripod, bracket, or table
specified by the manufacturer, or sold with the apparatus. When a cart is used, use caution when moving
the cart/apparatus combination to avoid injury from tip-over.
WARNING:
When the product is being charged or connected with power adapter, don't remove its cover(or back),
touch the parts and repair it by yourself!
TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS APPARATUS
TO RAIN OR MOISTURE!
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Detailed safety instructions
Use the attached power adapter only. It has passed strict tests and has safety certificates. If use other power
adapters, it will increase noise, damage the internal circuits or the built-in battery.
Do not expose it to any damp areas such as bathtub, toilet, washing-tub, sink, swimming pool. Avoid spill
liquid substance into the product, otherwise it will lead to malfunction or electric shock.
Don't use this product in places where is full of flammable and explosive gas, such as gas station or dusty areas.
If the built-in battery is broken, don't buy a new one and change it by yourself, it might cause malfunction,
explosion or fire due to inferior quality, as the built-in battery has passed strict tests and has safety certificates,
please contact your retailer for battery replacement.
Do not use alcohol or other cleaning fluids to clean this product, otherwise it will damage the surface, use a
clean dry cloth when necessary.
Do not open the case for any reason, please contact professional maintenance men if it malfunctions, or
contact your local retailer for maintenance.
Do not pull the power cord or other parts of this product, so as not to damage the power cord and plugs.
Please turn off this product and unplug it during a thunderstorm, lightning or not in use for a long time.
Do not collide, throw or vibrate this equipment.
To protect the built-in battery, please have a full charge if it is not in use for a long time and ensure charge it for
every 2 months.
If it indicates low battery, please charge it in time, as over discharge and low battery will cause irreversible
loss to the battery capacity, and damage the battery.

1. Mix level control knob of Delay effect
2. Feedback control knob of Delay effect
3. Delay Time control knob of Delay effect
4. Master volume knob
5. Tone control knob
6. Gain control knob for Drive channel
7. Gain control knob for Clean channel
8.Bluetooth Status indicator: When JAM BUDDY's
Bluetooth function is switched on, the Bluetooth
indicator is blue.
9. Power Indicator: This power indicator turns on with
a color of blue when Jam Buddy is powered, and gets
into a blinking state that lasts for about 5 minutes, if the
internal battery is low, after 5 minutes, the Jam Buddy
will turn off automatically.
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Instructions

10. Classic overdrive mode indicator: when the classic
overdrive mode is chosen, then this indicator is on.
11. Higain mode indicator: when the Higain mode is
chosen, then this indicator is on.
12. Power switch: turn on/off JAM BUDDY.
13.Bluetooth switch:turn on/off JAM BUDDY's
Bluetooth function
14. Overdrive channel indicator
15. Clean channel indicator
16. Mode select footswitch for overdrive channel.
17. Footswitch for switching channels between
Overdrive and Clean.
18.Guitar input jack
19.Headphone output jack ( Important notes: when the
headphone is connected, this product's peaker output
will be cut off automatically.)
20. Power Interface:connects to power adapter .

Bluetooth connection

Connect your guitar to JAM BUDDY
Turn on the power switch
And then the power indicator, clean channel indicator and
classic overdrive indicator will be on at the same time.(Important
notes: JAM BUDDY's default setting is clean channel)
ROCK NOW! You can adjust the knobs of TONE, DRIVE GAIN,
CLEAN GAIN according to your requirements, and obtain
appropriate guitar volume by adjusting the MASTER VOLUME
knob.
You can choose your favorite tone channel by switching the
channel switching footswitch. When the specific channel is
chosen, the channel indicator will be on.
You can also adjust the DRIVE channel mode by operating the
overdrive channel model selection footswitch, ensuring it works
in CLASSIC or HIGAIN modes. When the specific model is
chosen, the model indicator will be on.
JAM BUDDY features monitor headphone output jack that can
be connected with headphones, therefore you can practice quietly
or listen to music without disturbing other people.
JAM BUDDY is a standard guitar amp, which accepts pedals in
front of it (Important notes: If you are using JAM BUDDY's
Drive channel, please don't connect with high gain distortion
pedals in the front , as it might cause feedback noise.)
JAM BUDDY is truly a guitar amp, which accepts pedals in front
of it (Important notes: If you are using JAM BUDDY's Drive
channel, please don't connect with high gain distortion pedals in
the front , as it might cause self-oscillation noise.)
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Specifications
AC adapter input voltage: AC100-240V 50-60Hz
AC adapter output voltage: DC 9V/3A
Built-in battery: 7.4V/2200mAh(lithium battery)
Guitar channel input sensitivity: -6.7dBV
RMS power 8W 4W+4W
Pedal-guitar channel: DELAY(500ms at Maximum)
Weight: 680g
Volume: 156(Length)X183(Width)X75(Height)mm

Package content:
JAM BUDDY x 1
Power adapter x 1
Power cord x 1
User manual x 1

JOYO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
Address: 2/F, Lushi Industry Building, 28th District, Bao'an, Shenzhen, 518101 China.
www.joyoaudio.com Email:info@joyoaudio.com Tel: 0086-755-29765381
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JAM BUDDY has a built-in Bluetooth communication unit, so you can connect it to devices
with a Bluetooth function for playing music. For detailed information, please refer to the
instructions as below:
Set the Bluetooth slide switch to“ ON ”,
When the Bluetooth switch is on, the Bluetooth indicator is blue and flashes continuously.
Turn on the Bluetooth of the mobile device. Find “ JAM BUDDY” from the device list and
match. When Bluetooth connects to JAM BUDDY, then the Bluetooth indicator is on.

Charge
During use, if JAM BUDDY's power indicator becomes blue and keeps flashing, then it needs to be charged
immediately. Don't keep this machine in low-battery condition for a long time, please charge the battery fully
when not in use.
For detailed information, please refer to the “Safety Instructions” .
Connect the power adapter to the power interface to charge JAM BUDDY
The power indicator is red when it is being charged.
When it is fully charged, the power indicator will be off.

Guitar

Important notes: please use the attached power adapter to
charge. If the battery is fully charged and cannot be used for an
hour, change a new battery.
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